Offer of CGHS / NABH Rates by more Hospitals for IIT Delhi beneficiaries (Fourth List) - Addition of more Hospitals/Labs.

From  Deputy Registrar, Health Unit, IIT Delhi <Ar.Health.Unit.admin_head@admin.iitd.ac.in>
To Allfaculty <allfaculty@circular.iitd.ac.in>, Allstudents <allstudents@circular.iitd.ac.in>, Allstaff <allstaff@circular.iitd.ac.in>
Cc Deputy Director (Operations) <ddo@admin.iitd.ac.in>, Registrar <registrar@admin.iitd.ac.in>, Shashank Dee <sdeep@chemistry.iitd.ac.in>, Hod Of Hospital/Sick Bay <hodkhos@admin.iitd.ac.in>, Ar Health Unit <arhealth@admin.iitd.ac.in>

Date 19.05.2022 17:11

Dear All,

This is further to our emails dated 17.1.2020, 6.3.2020 and 11.11.2020 along with a list of hospitals extend CGHS rates to the beneficiaries of IIT Delhi for OPD Consultation, investigation and diagnostic emails are reproduced below for ready information.

Some more hospitals / lab have agreed to extend CGHS rates to our beneficiaries. Following is the fourth list of additional hospitals from whom the beneficiaries can avail CGHS/NABH rates as applicable. Approval from IIT Delhi has been conveyed to these hospitals.

1. M/s Yashoda Super Speciality Hospitals, H-1, Kaushambi, Near Dabar Chowk, Ghaziabad-201010 (UP)
2. M/s Hindustan Wellness Lab, Plot No. 107, Sector-44, Gurugram-122003.(HR)
3. M/s ICARE Eye Hospital & PG Institute, E-3A, Sector-26, Noida-201301.(UP)
4. M/s Eye7 Hospital, Chaudhary Eye Centre & Laser Vision, Group of Hospitals: They have agreed and offer certain specializations in their branches at Daryaganj, Lajpat Nagar, Janak Puri & Indirapuram (UP). For other specializations in these branches they offer concessional CGHS rates.
5. M/s Yatharth Super Speciality Hospital, Sector-01, Gr. Noida Extension (West).

The Competent Authority has approved notification of the above to all the beneficiaries for their information. All beneficiaries may avail the services of the above Hospitals/Labs with the CGHS/discounted rates as mentioned above.

The updated list of such hospitals is also available on the IIT Hospital website.

Thanking you

Yours sincerely,
---
N.Bhaskar
Deputy Registrar (Health Unit)

--------- Original Message ---------
Subject: Offer of CGHS/NABH Rates by more hospitals for IIT Delhi beneficiaries (Third List) - Addition of more hospitals